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9.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter is talking about one of the famous and greatest Islamic astronomers and
mathematicians around the world; AI-Battani has great and significant contributions in
astronomy and mathematics. In astronomy, he has astronomical observations for more
than forty years. In addition, he did some corrections upon Ptolemy's results and made
some new tables of the Sun and the Moon. Moreover, he determined the length of solar
year. In mathematics, he innovated new relationships in trigonometric, and created a table
of cotangents, and made some formulas in spherical trigonometry.

AI-Battani wrote many books related to astronomy, and mathematics. He wrote the
following books, Kitab AI-Zij known as AI-Zij AI-Sabi. And this book is considered as the
most significant work because it covered many points that are not had taken before. In
addition, he wrote a book titled Commentary on Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos, he corrected
numerous errors of Ptolemy's. The purpose of his Zij was practical more than theoretical.
In mathematics, he discovered new relationships in trigonometric. He could determine the
angle of eclipse accuracy, and he also gave the length of solar year.

AI- Battani's full name is Mohammed ibn Jabir ibn Sinan AI-Harrani AI-Battani, also
known as Albategnius or Albatenius was born in 858 in Harran near Urfa which is now in
Turkey. He lived and worked in AI-Rakka, which is now a city in Syria. Battani was born
in a family of Sabians, this religious group worship stars, and centred in Harran that has
many scholars like Thabit ibn Qurra. However, AI-Battani's first name Mohammed and
his Kunya Abu Abdullah indicates that he was certainly Muslim. AI-Battani died in 929 in
Qasr AI-Jiss, Iraq.

The methodology adopted in this chapter is analytical. This chapter investigates what
AI-Battani did for astronomy and mathematics and show briefly his significant
contributions. The main focuses in this chapter is to provide answers of one of the greatest
scientists in astronomy, and to show some of his contributions in astronomy and
mathematics. The significant of this chapter is that there are few people who know AI
Battani, especially among Muslims; therefore, we propose to provide enough information
about a good example ofMuslim scientists who served the humanity along Islamic era.
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